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A perfect blend of beauty and simplicity, the Livingston Collection offers detailed construction and 
sophisticated design for restaurant patios, hotel landscapes, and outdoor residential spaces. This contract 
quality hospitality-focused furniture transforms any outdoor space into a luxurious 5-star resort. 

Each piece in the Livingston Collection delivers long-lasting use with cast aluminum construction, 
built-to-last for years of outdoor enjoyment. Complete with a gunmetal finish for maximum 
protection in outdoor environments, the glass and slat-top dining tables provide a sleek, 
minimalistic design with durable construction. The woven dining chairs deliver a classic, simplistic 
aesthetic, with handles on the backrest for convenient stacking. Designed with a high-quality resin 
weave, the chairs provide comfort and flexibility, while outlasting traditional wicker furniture. Enjoy 
the Livingston Collection for a new perspective on outdoor styling and resort-quality relaxation. 

Features

○ Commercial patio furniture from the Livingston Collection

○ Perfect for furnishing hotel landscapes, restaurant patios, and residential backyards

○ Rustproof aluminum frames and gunmetal finish for maximum outdoor protection

○ Designed with premium, all-weather materials that are built to last outdoors

○ Built-in handles on each chair for easy lifting, stacking, and unpacking

○ High-quality resin weave is more comfortable, flexible, and outlasts traditional wicker

○ Chairs ship fully assembled and the tables require light assembly

○ 10-year limited warranty for durability you can count on

○ Quality checked, tested, and approved

Livingston Collection
PATIO DINING
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Woven Dining Chair

Part Number LIVGWVDNCHR-1GM

Materials Aluminum/ Resin 
Weave

Finish Gunmetal

Overall Dimensions 25.7"D x 25.4"W x 
35.8"H

Overall Weight 11 lbs.

Seat Dimensions 18.1"D x 19"W x 16.9"H

Weight Capacity (Max) 250 lbs.

30" Square Slat-Top 
Dining Table

38" Square Slat-Top 
Dining Table 

Part Number CAPEDNTBLSL30-1GM CAPEDNTBLSL38-1GM

Finish Gunmetal Gunmetal

Overall Dimensions 30"D x 30"W x 29"H 38"D x 38"W x 29"H

Overall Weight 27.6 lbs. 36.4 lbs.

Table Top Material Aluminum Slat Aluminum Slat

Weight Capacity 250 lbs. 250 lbs.

Umbrella Compatibility Yes Yes

Seating

Tables

The Livingston 
COLLECTION

Accessories 7.5-ft Commercial-Grade
Outdoor Umbrella

Part Number CAPESUMB-ASH

Finish Gunmetal

Overall Dimensions 89.4"D x 89.4"W x 77.9"H

Overall Weight 15.4 lbs.

Commercial-Grade
Outdoor Umbrella Base

CAPESUMBBASE

Gunmetal

19.7"D x 19.7"W x 13.8"H

50 lbs.
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